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Abstract

The structural and chemical stabilities, electrical conductivity, and thermal expansion of the A2 � aAaVMO4 � x oxides

(A=La; AV= Sr; M=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) with the perovskite-related K2NiF4-type structure were investigated and compared with

the characteristics of perovskite-type oxides AMO3� x containing the same cations. The K2NiF4-type manganites, ferrites,

cobaltites and nickelates are assumed to be reduction products of the corresponding perovskite-type oxides. The thermodynamic

stabilities, in terms of reversible oxygen desorption, were higher than those of the corresponding perovskite-type oxides. Within

the range of oxygen partial pressure ( pO2) from air to argon/H2/H2O, the oxidation states of the M cations were determined.

The comparison of the oxidation states of M in AMO3� x and (AMO3� x)�AO gives evidence on the stabilizing influence of the

AO interlayer on the perovskite layer.

The electrical conductivity of the A2MO4 oxides was of p-type and reached values close to 100 S cm� 1 at high oxygen

partial pressures and 800 jC for nickelates and cobaltites. The thermal expansion of K2NiF4-type oxides is generally lower than

that of the comparable perovskite-type oxides.
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1. Introduction

Oxides of perovskite-type structure are important

materials for a variety of electrical and catalytic appli-

cations. This structure type forms solid solutions with a

lot of cations, which enables the alteration of the

physical–chemical properties in a wide range. The

transport of oxygen ions takes place via vacancies in

the oxygen sublattice. There are many investigations

on the composition–property relationship of AMO3-

type oxides with A= Ln (lanthanides), Ca, Sr, Ba;

M=Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ga, In, with mixed occupation

of the A- and M-sublattices. For these compositions,

several applications such as oxide electrodes [1–3],

electrolytes [4], catalysts [1,5], oxygen separation

membranes [6] andmagnetoresistant materials [7] were

considered.

In zirconia-based solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs),

cathodes of the composition La1� aSraMnO3� x are
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applied [8,9]. For future SOFCs operating at about 700

jC, new oxide electrodes based on ferrites and cobal-

tites with higher electrocatalytic activity were proposed

[10]. The electrocatalytic activity of the oxides is

determined by the electronic band structure, both the

electronic and the oxide ionic conductivities and the

surface exchange properties. Additionally, practical

applicability requires phase purity, chemical stability

and thermal expansions adjusted to the materials

combinations of the fuel cell. However, materials

with the best electrocatalytic characteristics such as

La1 � aSraFe1 � bCobO3 � x were found to have low

chemical stability and unacceptably high thermal

expansion for 0.4 < a < 1 and 0.5 < b < 1 [6,11].

A2MO4 oxides with the perovskite-related K2NiF4-

type structure are less intensively investigated. Recent

results on lanthanum cobaltites and nickelates [12–19]

indicated enhanced chemical stability and moderate

thermal expansion. The ideal K2NiF4-type structure

represents a combination of the AMO3 perovskite and

AO rock-salt layers arranged one upon the other

[20,21].

The aim of this work was to investigate systemati-

cally A2 � aAaVMO4 � x-type oxides with A= Ln,

AV= Sr, M =Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and to compare the

structural and chemical stabilities, electrical conduc-

tivity, and thermal expansion with the characteristics of

perovskite-type oxides AMO3� x being composed of

the same cations.

2. Fundamental

Corresponding to the thermodynamic stabilities of

the oxides within the range of phase stability, the

oxide AMO3 undergoes a partial reduction/oxidation

reaction resulting in the well-known oxygen vacancy

and electron hole-type defect structure, which deter-

mines the electrical transport properties of the

oxides.

AMO3 ¼ AMO3�x þ x=2 O2 ð1Þ

At higher temperatures and lower oxygen partial

pressures, the AMO3 phase becomes unstable and

reacts to A2MO4:

2 AMO3 ¼ A2MO4 þMOþ 1=2 O2 ð2Þ

Reaction (2) can be assumed as a proof of the

higher thermochemical stability of the A2MO4-type

compounds compared with the AMO3-type oxides.

A2MO4-type oxides undergo partial reduction/oxida-

tion reactions as well, corresponding to their thermo-

dynamic stabilities within the range of existence of the

phase.

A2MO4 ¼ A2MO4FxFx=2 O2 ð3Þ

The regular oxygen sites within the K2NiF4-type

structure are completely occupied at an oxygen

Table 1

Solid state reaction conditions and composition ranges of A2MO4-

type oxides

Composition Annealing

temperature

in air (jC)

Range of

Sr concentration

(solid solution)

Reference

La2� aSraMnO4F x 1350 1.2 < a< 1.5 this work

La2� aSraFeO4F x 1200 1.0 < a< 1.3 [24]

La2� aSraCoO4F x 1200 0.5 < a< 1.5 [15]

La2� aSraNiO4F x 1400 0 < a< 1.5 [14]

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the solid electrolyte device OXYLYT. I1, I2 are the electrolytic current in cell 1 and cell 2, while U1, U2 represent the

voltage of cell 1 and cell 2.
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stoichiometry of 4.0. In compositions with A +AV>1
excess oxygen ions may occupy interstitial oxygen

sites as demonstrated by structure investigations

[22,23].

The perovskite and the K2NiF4-type oxide phases

are characterized by a range of existence expressed

by the O/M stoichiometry range (3� x) and (4� x),

respectively. Therefore, one fixed value for the free

energy, DGo, does not exist. Within the range of

existence of the phases, the value x of reversible

oxygen exchange according to reactions (1) and (3)

is used as an expression for the thermodynamic

stability.

x ¼ f ðT ; pO2Þ ð4Þ

3. Experimental

3.1. Preparation and phase characterization

Powders of A2BO4 oxides were prepared by solid

state reaction from La2O3, SrCO3, Mn2O3, Fe2O3,

Co3O4 and NiO of 99.9% purity in air by a two-step

treatment. The initial powders were mixed in a

planetary mill and heated at 1000 jC in air for 6 h.

The products were crushed, ground and heated at

1200–1350 jC for 24 h. The preparation of the

perovskite powders by solid state reaction was

described in Ref. [11]. The maximum sintering temper-

ature was 1250 jC.
Quantitative chemical analysis of the cationic

compositions of some samples was carried out by

atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS-3 spectrometer,

Carl Zeiss Jena). The cation ratios were found to be

equal to the stoichiometric ratios of the initial mix-

tures with accuracy better than F 0.01 mol.

Structure and phase compositions were checked by

X-ray diffractograms of the powders by means of Cu

Ka radiation in a Siemens D5000 device. After the solid

Table 2

Results of chemical analysis of the O/M stoichiometries of the

initial samples as prepared in air

Composition

K2NiF4-types

O/M stoichiometry as

determined by

Assumption:

as in cobaltites

Total

reduction

Iodometry (#)

or cerimetry (§)

La1.4Sr0.6CoO4F x 4.05

La1.3Sr0.7CoO4F x 4.03

LaSrCoO4F x 4.00

La0.8Sr1.2CoO4F x 3.95

La2NiO4F x 4.16 4.14 (#)

La1.7Sr0.3NiO4F x 4.10 4.09 (#)

La1.4Sr0.6NiO4F x 4.03 4.03 (#)

LaSrFeO4F x no analysis no analysis 4.00

La0.8Sr1.2FeO4F x no analysis no analysis 3.95

La0.5Sr1.5MnO4F x 3.99 (§)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the XRD patterns of LaSrMnO4 (top) and of La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x (after reduction in Ar/H2 (bottom)).
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state reaction in air, single-phase La2� aSraNiO4F x

nickelates of the K2NiF4-type structure were formed

with 0 < a < 1.5 [14], the La2� aSraCoO4F x cobaltites

with 0.5 < a < 1.5 [15]. Analogously, the La2 � aSra
FeO4F x ferrites were formed in the range 1.0 < a <

1.3 [24]. La2� aSraMnO4F x with Sr < 1.2 was only

Fig. 3. Released oxygen d of the air-treated oxide powders after equilibration in Ar/O2 and Ar/H2/H2O at a temperature of 800 jC. (a) K2NiF4-

type oxides, after Ref. [28], (b) perovskite-type oxides, after Refs. [11,28].
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stable in an atmosphere with reduced oxygen content.

With increasing stability of the transition metal oxide

MO (Ni <Co < Fe <Mn) the ranges of existence (in air)

of the Sr-substituted La2� aSraMO4F x phases shift to

higher Sr concentrations along this row (Table 1).

For preparation of ceramic specimens, the powders

were pressed and sintered at 1200–1500 jC for 20 h.

The ceramic samples were gastight except for the

La2� aSraCoO4� x samples. The relative densities of

the gastight samples were determined by means of a

pycnometer and were found greater than 93% of the

theoretical density. Theoretical densities were calcu-

lated from the unit cell dimensions, the molar weight

and the number of formula units per unit cell.

3.2. Oxygen stoichiometry measurements

Oxygen deficiencies of the oxides were measured

on powders placed in a quartz container within the

furnace of a solid electrolyte device OXYLYT [25]

(Fig. 1). A steady stream of argon with a controlled

oxygen partial pressure ( pO2) sensored by cell 1

flowed through the sample furnace. Gases of con-

trolled pO2 (investigated range: 10� 10–104 Pa) were

prepared from argon/oxygen or argon/hydrogen/water

vapour mixtures; the pO2 values were modified within

the oxidizing and reducing regions by subsequent

electrolytic pumping (current I of cell 1). The corre-

sponding pO2 values were measured by a solid electro-

lyte potentiometric cell (potential U1 of cell 1). After

reaction with the sample, the deviation of the oxygen

content from the initial state is detected by cell 2.

Both chemical analysis and total reduction of the

compounds was used to identify the initial state of the

oxygen-to-metal stoichiometry. The chemical analysis

of the Mn-based oxides was performed by cerimetric

titration in H2SO4 solution. The Mn3 + and Mn4 +

oxidize Fe2 + to Fe3 +. The excess of Fe2 + ions is re-

titrated by a Ce4 + solution. The initial oxygen-to-

metal stoichiometries of Co and Ni-based oxides were

determined after total reduction of the complex oxides

to La2O3, SrO, and metallic Co, or Ni, respectively.

The reduction was performed by heating in a flow of

dry Ar/5% H2 mixture at 900–1000 jC. The com-

pleteness of reduction was controlled by the solid

electrolyte device and by X-ray diffractometry. For

Fe-based oxides, none of these analyses were appli-

cable. Results are given in Table 2.

3.3. Measurements of electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity was measured on air-

sintered samples of 2� 4� 10 mm in size by a

four-point DC measurement. Before pressing, the

shapes were equipped with four platinum wires

(0.1 mm diameter). The temperature dependence

was measured in air during steady cooling (3 jC/
min) from 1000 down to 200 jC. During measure-

ments in gases of lower pO2, the equilibrium values

of conductivity were used after stepwise heating and

cooling.

3.4. Thermal expansion measurements

The relative thermal expansion from room temper-

ature to 1000 jC was measured in air and in argon on

air-sintered rectangular ceramic sticks of 25� 6� 6

mm with polished frontal faces using a NETZSCH

402C dilatometer. Heating and cooling rates were 3 K/

min with an annealing time of 1 h at maximum temper-

ature. Measurements in argon (5–130 Pa O2) were

performed in flowing gas.

Table 3

Average oxidation states (m+) of M cations of the perovskite

AMO3 � x and the perovskite-related A2MO4 � x compositions,

calculated from oxygen deficiencies d as function of oxygen partial

pressures pO2 at 800 jC

Composition m+ at log ( pO2, Pa) Dm+ =F 0.005

log pO2= 2 1 � 1 � 7 � 8 � 10

ABO3� x

La0.6Sr0.4FeO3� x 3.18 3.12 3.04

La0.6Sr0.4CoO3� x 3.12 3.04 3.00 2.30

La0.8Sr0.2CoO3� x 3.15 3.10 3.00 2.40

La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x 3.34 3.33 3.32 3.30 3.28 3.25

Pr0.8Sr0.2Fe0.8
Ni0.2O3� x

3.04 3.0 2.96 2.92 2.87 2.85

Pr0.5Sr0.5Fe0.8
Co0.2O3� x

3.06 3.0 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.90

A2BO4� x

La1.4Sr0.6NiO4� x 2.66 2.65 2.60 2.31 2.26 2.04

La1.7Sr0.3NiO4� x 2.54 2.54 2.53 2.52 2.51 2.38

La2NiO4� x 2.17 2.13 2.10 2.08 2.06 2.01

La1.4Sr0.6CoO4� x 2.93 2.92 2.91 2.88 2.85 2.65

LaSrCoO4� x 2.88 2.86 2.77 2.22 2.12 1.83

LaSrFeO4� x 3.00 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.97

La0.8Sr1.2FeO4� x 3.06 2.94 2.93 2.91 2.90 2.87

La0.5Sr1.5MnO4� x 3.49 3.48 3.47 3.43 3.42 3.37
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Chemical stability

The stability of the oxides with the perovskite-type

structure after reaction (1) was investigated in Refs.

[11,26,27]. The formation of the K2NiF4-type oxides

after reduction of perovskites by reaction (2) was

demonstrated for La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 annealed in Ar/H2

at 800 jC. Besides the K2NiF4 pattern the reflections of

MnO were visible in the X-ray diffractogram [28] (Fig.

2).

The reduction stability of the K2NiF4-type oxides

was tested in Ar/H2/H2O ( pO2 = 10
� 11 Pa) and Ar/

5% H2. Phase stability was indicated by identical

XRD patterns of the air-treated and the argon-treated

states. In Ar/H2/H2O at 800 jC, all compositions

remained stable. In Ar/H2 the cobaltites and nickelates

were decomposed, only the ferrites and manganites

remained stable.

As a value of the thermodynamic stability after Eq.

(4) the O/M stoichiometry is defined. Starting from

air-treated A2� aAVaMO4F x (air) oxides the amounts d
of oxygen are released during equilibration in Ar/O2

and Ar/H2/H2O at a temperature of 800 jC (Fig. 3a).

LaSrFeO4 � x, La1.7Sr0.3NiO4 � x and La0.5Sr1.5
MnO4� x represent high stability according to low

oxygen release up to oxygen partial pressures of

10� 10 Pa. The stabilities of the ferrites with strontium

content >1 are lower. Fe substitution for Mn decreases

the stability of the manganite. Nickelate of lower or

higher Sr content have lower stability compared to

La1.7Sr0.3NiO4. The cobaltites have generally low

stabilities indicated by high oxygen release of the

air-treated samples.

For comparison, the oxygen released from perov-

skite-type oxides within the range of their existence

after reaction (1) is given in Fig. 3b (after Ref. [27]).

The amount of released oxygen increases from man-

ganites to ferrites to cobaltites, and additionally with

increasing Sr concentration on A-site and with Ni on

B-site. This sequence is in accordance with the

stabilities of the transition metal oxides of the M

cations. Comparing the oxygen release of the perov-

skite oxides and the K2NiF4-type oxides of nearly

comparable La/Sr ratios and similar M cations, the

values of d are always higher for the perovskite-type,

indicating lower stabilities of this type of structure.

Fig. 4. O/M stoichiometries of the perovskite-type oxide La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x (2) and the layered perovskite-type oxide (La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x)�SrO
(1).
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Fig. 5. Specific electrical conductivity of A2MO4 oxides. (a) Dependence on oxygen partial pressure at 800 jC, (: : :) perovskite-type oxides, (b)
dependence on temperature in air, (: : :) perovskite-type oxides.
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To calculate the average oxidation states (m+) of

the M cations, the measured values d were subtracted

from the initial oxygen-to-metal (O/M) stoichiome-

tries of the air-treated samples (4F xair) to obtain the

oxygen-to-metal stoichiometries as function of pO2,

as given in Table 2: (4F x)=(4F xair� d). The aver-

age oxidation states of M cations in A1� aAaVMO3� x

and in A2� aAaVMO4� x at 800 jC versus log pO2 are

given in Table 3. Within the pO2 range investigated,

the oxidation state of the Mn ions in both types of

oxide structures is higher than 3+. In Fe-based

A2� aAaVMO4� x oxides at Sr = 1, the average oxida-

tion state of Fe is 3+. In cobaltites and nickelates, the

oxidation state of the M cations is always < 3+, de-

creasing with decreasing Sr content. In La2NiO4� x,

nearly the 2+ state for Ni is reached. The extraordi-

nary stable composition La1.7Sr0.3NiO4� x is charac-

terized by an oxidation state of about 2.5 for Ni,

which means [Ni2 +]c [Ni3 +].

The comparison of the oxidation states of AMO3� x

and AMO3� x�AO gives evidence on the stabilizing

influence of the AO interlayer on the perovskite layer.

Comparable compositions of the perovskite and the

perovskite-layered structure show higher O/M stoi-

chiometries at low oxygen partial pressures for the

layered structures, e.g. for La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 � x and

La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x�SrO (Fig. 4), demonstrating higher

thermodynamic stability of the latter oxide.

4.2. Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivities of the A2MO4 oxides at

800 jC as function of the oxygen partial pressure are

summarised in Fig. 5a. At high oxygen partial pres-

sures, the highest conductivities—nearly 100 S

cm� 1—were measured for nickelates and cobaltites.

Below 1 Pa of oxygen, the conductivities decreased for

the less stable Co- andNi-based oxides as it is typical of

p-type semiconductivity. The decrease is less rapid than

for comparable oxides of the perovskite-type [11].

Especially, the composition La1.7Sr0.3NiO4� x shows

high p-type conductivity down to oxygen partial pres-

sures of 10� 10 Pa. The conductivity of this composi-

tion at 800 jC within the whole pO2 range is as high as

the values of the recently used cathode materials based

on perovskite-type manganites. The conductivities of

the Fe- andMn-based oxides of the A2MO4-type within

the range of cathodic pO2 values are lower than the

conductivities of the perovskite-type oxides with the

same cations [11].

The electrical conductivities in air of the A2MO4

oxides increase with temperature, indicating thermally

activated semiconductivity (Fig. 5b). The specific con-

ductivities of the A2MO4-type nickelates are high (80–

100 S cm� 1) within the whole temperature region

between 200 and 1000 jC. The cobaltites (with 1 and

0.7mol Sr) accomplished comparable values above 600

jC. The ferrites with 1.2 and 1.3 mol Sr show already

rather low values of conductivity (10–25 S cm� 1) in air

at 400–1000 jC. Ferrites with higher or lower Sr

content are poor electrical conductors. The manganite

with high Sr content (1.5mol) reached values of only 10

S cm� 1 at temperatures above 800 jC. The conductiv-
ity values of the perovskite oxides La0.5Sr0.5MnO3� x

(curve 14) and La0.8Sr0.2Fe0.9Co0.1O3� x (curve 15)

may serve as lower limits for the required conductivity

of the electrodes in SOFCs.

4.3. Thermal expansion

Values of thermal expansion coefficients of K2NiF4-

type oxides and perovskite-type oxides are collected in

Table 4. The thermal expansion coefficients of K2NiF4-

type oxides are generally lower than the coefficients of

the perovskite-type oxides of comparable cationic

compositions. The difference in thermal expansion

Table 4

Thermal expansion in air and argon of complex oxides

Composition TEC (30–1000 jC)� 106 K� 1

Air Argon/O2

A2BO4� x

La1.3Sr0.7CoO4� x 9.6 [19] 9.5 [19]

LaSrCoO4� x 14.3 14.5

La0.9Sr1.1FeO4� x 12.7 12.9

La1.7Sr0.3NiO4� x 11.3 [19] 12.0 [19]

La1.6Sr0.4NiO4� x 13.2 13.4

La1.4Sr0.6NiO4� x 11.0 [19] 12.0 [19]

La2NiO4� x 11.9 11.6

ABO3� x

La0.65Sr0.3Fe0.8Co0.2O3� x 15.2 18.8

Sr0.9Ce0.1Fe0.5Co0.5O3� x 22.6 23.8

La0.6Sr0.4FeO3� x 16.3 [29] –

La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3� x 17.5 [11] –

La0.8Sr0.2Fe0.9Co0.1O3� x 13.9 [11] –

Pr0.8Sr0.2Fe0.8Co0.2O3� x 13.2 14.0

Ce0.1Sr0.9Fe0.8Ni0.2O3� x 18.9 [11] –
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between measurements in air and in argon environment

are smaller for K2NiF4-type oxides compared with the

differences for the AMO3 oxides.

5. Conclusions

The K2NiF4-type manganites, ferrites, cobaltites

and nickelates can be regarded as reduction products

of the corresponding perovskite-type oxides. Their

thermodynamic stability is higher than those of the

corresponding perovskite-type oxides. Within the pO2

range from air to argon/H2/H2O, the oxidation state of

the M cations in A2� aAaVMO4� x is higher than in the

corresponding perovskite-type oxides. The oxidation

state of the M cations decrease from Mn (>3+) via Fe,

Co to Ni ( < 3+). La1.7Sr0.3NiO4� x with Ni= + 2.5 is

very stable. The comparison of the oxidation states of

AMO3� x and (AMO3� x)�AO gives evidence on the

stabilizing influence of the AO interlayer on the per-

ovskite layer. The electrical conductivities of the

A2MO4 oxides are of p-type and reach nearly 100 S

cm� 1 at 800 jC and high oxygen partial pressures for

nickelates and cobaltites. At lower oxygen partial

pressures the conductivities decrease for the less stable

Co- and Ni-based oxides, but less rapidly than for

comparable perovskite oxides. The thermal expansion

of K2NiF4-type oxides is generally lower than that of

the perovskite-type oxides of comparable cationic

compositions.
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